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Ocado Group plc. is the world's largest
online-only grocery retailer with over
580,000 active shoppers, 230,000 orders per
week and over £1.5bn in annual revenue.
Unlike its traditional competitors, Ocado has
no brick-and-mortar stores and fulfils all
home deliveries from its automated
warehouses. Despite immense growth,
Ocado's financial reporting processes were
heavily reliant spreadsheets. This created
challenges in data accuracy, time wastage
and lack of business insight. 
 
With Ocado's ambitious U.S. market growth
plans, it became obvious finance needed to
digitize its reporting processes. Providing a
scalable and insight-rich finance platform to
sustain its long-term, competitive advantage
was a key group-level priority.
 
 
"The reason for looking at Oracle Planning and
Budgeting Cloud was to ensure that it helps us
scale, but also helps us bring a lot more insight
into our dynamic business." says Hetal Desai,
Head of Finance at Ocado.
 
 
The Ocado Group approached numerous
partners to help modernize its finance
function, ultimately selecting Qubix because
of our success designing and implementing
solutions for other large U.K. retailers. Our
team of certified Oracle experts delivered
Ocado's new cloud-based planning, budgeting
and forecasting solution in 12 weeks.
Moreover, Qubix helped provide a "single
version of truth" which resulted in significant
time-savings and improved data integrity. 
The project was delivered in two phases and
followed the analyse, design, build and test
approach to ensure all key requirements were
fulfilled throughout the engagement.
 

OCADO GROUP PLC.

Challenges

Dependent on Excel templates
to create budgets, forecasts and
reports across income, balance
sheet and cash flow for both
management and statutory
reporting
Non-standardized, error-prone
and disconnected planning and
budgeting process with
significant 'key person' risk
Difficulty collating data from
ERP Financials to create
financial reports for key
decision-making

Solution

Implementation of Oracle
Planning and Budgeting Cloud
Service (PBCS), Oracle Essbase,
reporting and ad-hoc analysis
via SmartView
Qubix Journey to Cloud
Methodology to accelerate
delivery to the cloud
Automated data consolidation
from ERP system and other
sources within PBCS using
Qubix CloudBridge

Results

Delivered cloud-based
planning, budgeting and
financial reporting solution to
support new, streamlined
growth
Variance analysis between
Actual, Forecast and Budget
Improved the accuracy and
quality of budget information to
support better decision-making
Eliminated manual Excel-based
processes for financial
reporting
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Ultimately, Ocado chose Oracle Planning and Budgeting Cloud Service (PBCS) to
transform their planning and budgeting as well as financial reporting processes. Qubix was
selected to provide solution architecture, delivery and training services. This engagement
included automated data integration between Ocado's enterprise resource planning (ERP)
system and other sources within Oracle PBCS.
 

"There are two reasons why we picked an Oracle Cloud solution. Firstly, our main direct
competitors use an Oracle Planning solution. Secondly, Gartner's Magic Quadrant always ranks

Oracle solutions number one for the last number of years" says Vineta Bajaj, Group Financial
Controller.

 
The Qubix Group is one of the largest independent Oracle technology consulting
providers in the UK. With end-to-end services that support ERP, EPM and Analytics
transformation, Qubix delivers solutions that reduce cost and enable new agile ways of
working.
 
Ocado leveraged the Qubix Journey to Cloud methodology for their Oracle PBCS solution.
The methodology includes our best-practice approach to planning, budgeting and
forecasting curated from our industry experience, prior project success and intelligent
solution design principals. Combined with our capabilities in analytics, ERP, and integration
tools (in this case, Qubix Cloudbridge), enabled Qubix to provide Ocado with the specific
solution they needed.
 

"One source of the truth is very important for a company like us because as we are growing
people have different data sources. So having one data source in the cloud, which helps for

scalability as well, was just for us in the finance function" stated Vineta Bajaj, Group Financial
Controller
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The Ocado Group Adopts a Modern Finance
Cloud Platform

https://www.qubix.com/cloudbridge
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With the assistance of Qubix, Ocado now has a modern, streamlined and expandable
platform to support the growing role of their finance office. The result in not only
improved business insight but significant cost-savings. 

OCADO GROUP PLC.

Finance prepares for hyper-growth with a highly
capable finance system landscape

Eliminated manual and time-consuming Excel-based processes
for financial reporting, specifically management and statutory
reporting.
Variance analysis between Actual, Forecast and Budget
Improved the accuracy and quality of budget information to
support better decision-making.
A robust, streamlined platform for future cloud enhancements.
Improved security with access controls and permissions. 
Faster, easier access to key financial metrics.

Learn more about how Ocado streamlined their finance systems
landscape into a scalable, insightful and cost effective platform,
please visit: www.qubix.com/success-story/ocado
 

Click to contact us to arrange a free consultation 
and discuss next steps. 

 

Here are some of the benefits experienced by Ocado:

https://www.qubix.com/contact-us


HOW WE CAN HELP

Business process knowledge and
industry specific experience

Driver-based Planning & Budgeting

Strategic Workforce Planning

Capital Expense Planning

Project Financial Planning

Financial Close Automation

Account Reconciliation

Cash Flow Forecasting

Franchise / Group Reporting

Board & Management Reporting

Regulatory Reporting (GAAP / IFRS)

Cost Allocations

Customer Profitability

KPI & Balance Scorecards

HR Analytics 

Predictive Modelling

M&A Modelling

Debt, Liquidity & Capital Analysis

Autonomous Data Warehouse

Advanced Analytics

Data Orchestration
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